
Modifications to the Victorian ranking systems  

Victorian Tournament Ranking   

Continue with current system but add 25% of the “Rankings for Pennant, Reserve, Willis, Reserve Grade Snooker” points 

to the current tournament ranking points. (the percentage can be reviewed at the end of the year) 

Currently ranked players and the effect the new system would have: 

Name Tourn rank Tourn Rank Weekly Weekly 25% weekly Total New Vic 

  current points rank points rank points   Rank 

Adrian Ridley 1 10918 0 0 0 10918 1 

Aaron Mahoney 2 8415 8568 1 2142 10557 2 

Kurt Dunham 3 7128 7431 7 1858 8986 3 

Charlie Chafe 5 6208 7594 6 1899 8107 4 

Josh Gorski 6 5973 6790 15 1698 7671 5 

Rudy Sulaeman 4 6490 3890 75 973 7463 6 

Stan Gorski 7 5263 6435 23 1609 6872 7 

        

        Paul Thomerson 13 3590 8363 2 2091 5681 
 Kevin Xu 28 2565 8358 3 2090 4655 
  

Rankings do not change a lot but it rewards the player that play weekly, any player that plays twice weekly will be 

further rewarded.  Rudy Sulaeman has not played weekly in the last year and therefore drops from 4 to 6. Have included 

Paul Thomerson and Kevin Xu at the bottom of the list as both generally play 2 nights a week, while Paul has had some 

good results in tournaments, Kevin does not play all the tournaments. Under the new system both Paul and Kevin would 

move up the rankings because of their contribution in weekly play. 

 

Weekly ranking points  

Ranking points for the Billiards and Willis should increase to the same or very similar to the pennant season (currently 

half points). This would affect the tournament ranking points a little more. Please Note: to make this change it would 

have to be retrospective because of the way the database calculates ranking points. 

 

In a nutshell 

Tournament ranking points will be modified to include 25% of the points earned playing weekly 

Weekly ranking points system will continue with a view to developing “MVP” awards or something similar. 

 

Have any suggestions or ideas that we should include in the system? 

Email scores@vbsa.org.au 

mailto:scores@vbsa.org.au

